


Welcome-in allows the hotels to connect with their guests 
through a more personalized welcome. 

No more barrier between the guests and the hotel team … we
take away the reception desk.

Thanks to the seamless approach,  allowed by the new PMS, Fols 
Mobile, the guests feel welcome and the teams are really there, 
totally focused on the guests. 

As the  check-in process is more fluent, the teams can spend 
more time  discussing with the guests, finding their preferences 
and creating a  caring moment.
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For the guests For the hotel

With   the removal  of  reception

desks, Welcome In avoids the Welcome-in involves the

uninviting feeling of a «check-point» whole hotel team so they are 

When guests  and  locals enter the all more polyvalent. It creates the

lobby  now,  they  receive a warm, perfect opportunity to rethink the  
personalized and seamless organisation to a less processed  welcome   
welcome in  a  home feeling and and more guest-centric one.  

vibrant space.

For the teams

Welcome-in empowers the hotel
teams to reveal their talent &
personality and creates a carefree
relationship with guests.

WHAT BENEFITS?
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OUR WELCOME-IN PIONEERS...

Rémi, General Manager,  
ibis Aix en Provence
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Frank, General Manager,  
ibis Cambridge Central Station

“Our team members have  
gained better quality of work  

and flexibility. We can now  
break the moulds and surprise  
our guests with a more friendly  

customer experience.”

“The job goes back to basics,  
to the origins of hospitality:  

welcome home. Certainly  
behind all that, there is digital,  
but it makes the thing almost  
invisible and enables the team  

to develop a personalized  
service toward our guests.”

“As far as I’m concerned,
I couldn’t go back to a desk;

I feel much closer to 
the guests now.”

Emmanuelle, Welcomer,  
ibis London City-Shoreditch



IMPLEMENTATION

All the persons to get involved in the implementation process.

THE TEAM GM
& RECEPTION 

MANAGER

ACCOR  
HEADOFFICE

HOTEL  
WELCOME-IN  
AMBASSADOR
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There is NO traditional roll out plan as each hotel are different. 

but 

• Peer-to-peer assistance &  training 

• A dedicated experienced Operational Team 

• Hotel schools sharing experience

• Experts on site at the hotel during go live 



How do we enable | WE REORGANISE THE ROLES & TASKS

Welcome-in impacts all the services of your hotel (reception, housekeeping, F&B,...), as well as the work balance between front 
and  back offices. This is why rethinking the entire team organisation is key for the project success!

We list the current tasks We erase the front/back-office’
barrier. We live in the lobby!

We work collectively with the 
whole team to start changing their
organisation:
•Identify clearly your peak & off-

peak times
•List every tasks currently done by  

front and back office teams

From now on, consider the lobby  
as a warm and living place where to  
welcome the guests, exchange and  
chat with them, but also as a space  
to work and meet as a team.

We rethink each tasks  
with Welcome-in

Note that admin tasks should be  
done during off-peak times from
now  on and in the lobby space -
rather  than in back-office - as much 
as  possible.

1 2
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PERSONALIZATION OF THE RELATIONSHIPHow do we enable   | 

Teams are
creative

We personalize our communication
to the guests at every level up to
the emails & texts sent to them.

Cf. Example above: a text sent  
to guests

ALL team members are 
« Heartist"

We are there for the guest, show we
are interested and collect
information to enrich the guest
profile and create a heartwarmed
moment.

The digital tools are available to help the teams connect to the guest, personalize their relationship and deliver an amazing experience.

Hi (first name of the guest)!  
Welcome to Mercure Opera 
Garnier.    We’re changing 
the way we  welcome you.
So, don’t look out for a

reception desk, our team is  
ready to greet you!
See you soon, find us here
(+ Link hotel address)



DEVELOPING SOFT SKILLSHow do we enable   | 

Rehearsals & improvisationHeartist Journey campaigns

The teams organise role play, 
improvisation  sessions, rehearsals 
or peer-to-peer coaching to get 
used to Welcome-in  in different 
situations and get more confident.

We invite them to invent their own
way to welcome the guest with a
personal touch!

We transform the mindset of the 
hotel teams : it is the basics to 
succeed in the  hospitality world.

Learning expeditions

We allow the teams inspiration by 
organizing a learning expedition in 
a hotel school.

We invite them to get inspiration in 
stores or places  having similar uses 
such as Apple  stores, concept 
stores, restaurants,...  (mobile & 
customized welcoming,  shared 
spaces with multiple uses...)

The key success factor for Welcome-in is the welcomers’ attitude. This change is not necessarily intuitive for all, so we invite 
them to experiment different situations to develop their skills.



WE RETHINK THE CHECK-IN JOURNEY
& REDESIGN THE LOBBY 

How do we enable |

We always keep the door entrance on sight, regardless if we are working or 
chatting  with a guest or not.

If several people arrive at the same time, we invite them to sit down and 
welcome each guest in order of arrival.

Example 1: One welcomer

“I always keep the door entrance
on sight no matter my positioning
in the lobby space.”



HOW DO WE ENABLE | REMOVE THE DESK

Alternative:  We
transform the desk

If for some reason we cannot  
remove the desk, we will
transform it so it is no more  
recognizable as such. 

Best solution:  We
remove the desk

The best solution is to remove  
completely the desk.

In case of full renovation, designs do
not integrate reception desk.

The desk creates a barrier between the team member and the guest that does not match anymore with the warm and homy feeling created with

Welcome-in. This is why the desk has to disappear in order to guarantee the best guest experience and insure your mobility.



ADAPTING THE OUTFITHOW DO WE ENABLE 

Welcoming guests in mobility implies to rethink your outfit as you will need to move and to be recognizable in the lobby amongst  
all guests.

Visible & recognizable  
by guests

We choose an outfit that is not too  
branded to keep a modern & casual  
aspect but different enough to be  
spotted as a team member (e.g. 
one  common vivid color for the 
whole  team).

Suited for all

A compact & strong belt

We order a belt suited to hold
the main equipments.



HOW DO WE TAKE CARE OF OUR GUEST : 
From Arrival to Departure

BEFORE   (WITHOUT WELCOME-IN)

The Receptionist follows the
process for a check-in on her
computer and the guest cannot
see what she is doing.

The receptionist notices that the
guest is eager to get to her room
and gives her the key quickly.

A guest arrives in the hotel and
is in a hurry.

She goes towards the
receptionist standing behind
the desk.

Guests enter in the hotel and
have to go towards the
receptionist standing behind the
desk.

Busy Guest

Guests with
time to engage

Common points :
Check-in and check-out are
very formal and standardized.

The Desk creates a barrier
between the guests and the
receptionist.

Lack of personalization

Departure Time :

During check-out the receptionist takes
the payment for the stay and asks
about guests’ satisfaction.
If the guest chooses a fast check-out,
the receptionist does not have the
occasion to ask for her feedback nor to
say goodbye from behind his desk.

No difference to the above …
same welcome process for all
guests
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Check-in...

3
...

• The welcomer evaluates if the 
guest has time or is in a hurry.

• If in a hurry, the receptionist
processes check-in while showing
the guest to the elevators. 

• If the guest has time, she offers the 
guest to settle in one of the 
welcoming  area.

• They have a casual chat: the  
welcomer asks what brings  
her to the hotel, they engage  
a conversation and the guest
hardly notices that the welcomer  
is doing the check-in.

• The welcomer accompanies her  
guest to the elevator.

• She encodes discretly the card  
on her way and gives it to the  
guest whilst calling the elevator  
for her.

• She updates the guest’s profile 
with any new information  
collected.

• The guest is relieved to finish her  
day and finally arrives at her   
hotel.

• It is nice to be welcomed by a  
team member as soon as she  
enters.
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Arrival

HOW DO WE TAKE CARE OF OUR GUEST : 
From Arrival to Departure TODAY    (WITH WELCOME-IN)



1
BE PROACTIVE!

We meet & greet every guests, we don’t 
wait for  them to come to us anymore. Be 

brave and  feel free to take initiatives.

4
BE VISIBLE & RECOGNISABLE!

Our teams wear a specific outfit and use 
strategic  positionings in space to be quickly

identified.

Now, they are the reception!

7
KEEP A FREE CENTRAL PATH

We meet the guest in the entrance and
bring  him/her in the welcoming areas.

Avoid any congestion in the lobby by always  
keeping the path clear between theentrance  

and the elevators.

2
WAITING GUEST = INFORMED GUEST!

We acknowledge the presence of each
incomer  to let them know someone will 

take care of  them soon (eye contact, hand 
sign, verbal  welcoming…).

5
READ YOUR GUEST!

We observe our guests to guess their needs 
and  mindsets (staying guest, local, business,

leisure,  regular guest...) and adapt accordingly.

8
STAND AT THE SAME

HEIGHT AS YOUR GUEST!

When interacting with guests, we keep an  
attitude of equality: stay seated if they

are,  standing if they are.

3
ALWAYS LOOK AVAILABLE!

We always look available for guests!
Whether  working on admin tasks in the 
lobby or  standing for welcoming guests,

westay visible  and interact with each 
guest entering.

6
ENGAGE WITH GUESTS!

We take the less processed welcome as
an  opportunity to spend more quality 

time  with the guests: engaging
conversations,  getting to know them 

better, create a  sparkle…

9
WE ARE ONE!

We are united! At peak times, everybody is 
on board hence the need

for a polyvalent team.
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TO SUMMARIZE … OUR GOLDEN RULES TO THE HOTELS 



GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE



FREE

COSTING

SITE AUDIT

VISIT

SUPPORTMATERIALS TECHNICAL 

IMPLEMENTA

TION

TRANSFORMA

TION

EXPERTS ON 

SITE AT GO 

LIVE

INCLUDED

RUNNING 

COST

COST OF 
SMARTPHONES

1 LAPTOP 

Laptop 

Cost of 

between 3 

and 5 days

of work man 

days

TRAINING COST - 24 

HOURS 



GREAT RESULTS after only 1 year of Implementation

An average increase of : 

Guests also confirm their 
satisfaction through 

social media and surveys. 

Satisfaction rate is going 
up and continues to 

improve  

Hotels have fully adapted to 
“welcome-in”  on a daily basis. 

Their usage rate goes up to 

99,36%

8,65

8,40

8,80

Staff Availability 
and Kindness

Global Check-In 
Satisfaction

Global Check-Out 
Satisfaction

9,62

Today’s Average Satisfaction Rate  

9,55

9,60

Results continue to improve every month ! 

1 point for Staff Availability and kindness 

0,97 point Global Check-in Satisfaction 

1,01 point Global Check-out Satisfaction 

Average satisfaction – all client 
surveys since 01/01/2019 



End of 2019

OUR AMBITION

500 Welcome-in Hotels in Europe

End of 2020

1000 Welcome-in Hotels in Europe



Thank you


